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BACKGROUND

Handwriting influences visual recognition.

Letter recognition in preliterate children increases. 1, 2 Novel symbol recognition in literate adults increases. 3

Handwriting influences functional connectivity.

Functional connectivity during letter perception in preliterate children increases. 4

HYPOTHESES

1) Visual-motor contingency during handwriting:
   (a) ... increases visual recognition for the practiced forms.
   (b) ... increases functional connectivity during
   visual perception of the practiced forms.

2) Training-induced changes in visual recognition are related
to training-induced changes in functional connectivity.

EXPLORATORY QUESTION

3) Are there long-term effects of training that happen after
   training ends?

METHODS

PROCEDURE

TRIAL 1 Training (Pre-Training)
TRIAL 2 Post-Training
TRIAL 3 No training
TRIAL 4 Post-Delay

RECOGNITION TESTING: old/new recognition test

RESULTS

NEUROIMAGING

Participants:
1) Post-Training FC: greater than Pre-Training on the right side of the brain.
2) Post-Delay FC: less than Pre-Training on the left side of the brain.

DISCUSSION

Visual-motor contingency during handwriting facilitated visual recognition and changed functional connectivity during visual perception. These changes were related:

Most relationships were negative: greater functional connectivity predicted lower recognition.

Visual- and motor-related functional connectivity both predicted recognition throughout cortex.


Training-induced functional connectivity and recognition were present after the no-training week.
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